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Limnologen Aktuellt
FISH PHD MEETING
Matilda and
Fernando attended
the meeting for
PhD students in
fish sciences in
Älvkarleby, hosted
by Magnus Huss
from SLU on
January 30-31st. All
participants (from 7
different universities!) gave a three minute speed talk on their
fishy focuses to start the meeting out and had the opportunity
to tour the hatchery and research station associated with the
dam, as well as listen to the invited speakers discuss careers
within fish sciences both in and outside academia. We hope
to make this meeting a yearly tradition!

MOVING ON
After 7.5 years at limno, Birgit is moving on to be
senior consultant in hydrology at a company downtown
called Geosigma. So long, and thanks for all the carbon!

March

LOVE EVOLUTION

Kristin, Matilda, Anna Sz., Moritz, and Sarahi
participated in the Love Evolution event at the
Stockholm Natural History Museum on
February 10-11th to celebrate evolution and
Darwin’s Birthday. Matilda and Kristin were a
part of the “Picky finches” activity which used
pliers and forceps to explain the role of
specialization in evolution.

Above: Lasse helps Kristin explain which “beak” would work
best for insects (left). Matilda explains what types of food can be
found in each niche (right).

INTERNSHIP

Anna N. did an internship from Jan
29th to Feb 9th at Kongsberg
Maritime Contros in Kiel,
Germany. It's a small company that
develops and manufactures
automated underwater gas
measurement and environmental
monitoring systems. She learned
about the process of sensor
development, calibration, and
testing. She was also fortunate to be invited to their annual kick-off
event at which they, amongst other things, went to an Escape Room
from which their group managed to get out of in 53 minutes!

Anna Sz., Moritz and Sarahi were part of the
Antibiotic resistance team. Sarahi made
beautiful information posters and Moritz and
Anna designed a game with beans that they
played with kids to teach proper antibiotic
consumption behaviors.

Anna N. attended a mini conference at the Max Planck Institute in
Hamburg 24-26th of January. The conference was a part of the CCascades ITN network and the topic was "Anthropogenic perturbation
of the boundless carbon cycle". The photo (below) was taken during the final dinner on the Rickmer-Rickmers.

MINI CONFERENCE
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SAMPLING ADVENTURES
The project "Carbon sources supporting lake consumers during open
water and ice cover" has been initiated by Bailey McMeans from the
University of Toronto. The goal of this project is to coordinate data
collection efforts among scientists interested in the question of how
different carbon sources (e.g. phytoplankton, ice algae, detritus)
differentially support lake consumers (zooplankton, benthos) throughout
the year. Gesa and Kristin are in charge of limno’s contribution and
have been sampling three lakes during winter and will go back in late
spring. Pictured: (left to right) Kristiina (from Erken) performs a plankton
tow under the ice in Lake Erken. Kristin accompanies Holger, Jasmine,
and Lucas to Siggefora to sample zooplankton, sediment and
invertebrates. Jasmine supervises Lucas while he cuts a hole in the ice
for sampling in Strandsjön.

Eva, Holger and Theresa went out
to Siggeforasjön to sample the lake
and its inlet. These samples will
serve a as reference for a later
sampling campaign done during
spring to see if they can identify
priority effects in the lake
bacterioplankton community
during ice-out and expected
spring flood events once the
temperature rises.
They were very lucky and picked
the perfect sampling day - also the
conditions were ideal for making
snow angels :-)

WORKSHOP

LAB-CORNER

Ana, Pablo and Don attended a
very productive EU MANTEL
training workshop hosted by
IGB at the LakeLab field station
near Berlin from 19th-23rd Feb.
The workshop participants worked
with modeling tools for the
physical characterization of the
lake environment and methods
for time series analyses with the
purpose of investigating impacts of
extreme climatic events on lakes.
They also had the opportunity to
visit the always impressive Lake
Lab mesocosm facility and had
daily fika with “a seemingly
endless supply of cakes".

WASTE MANAGEMENT NOTES:
Normal waste: There have been some trash cans crossed
with red tape by the cleaning personal. This means that
we threw something in the normal trash that shouldn't
go there. Remember, in addition to obviously hazardous
things never throw: pipette tips, serological pipettes,
sharp things (including empty Petri-dishes that easily
break into sharp pieces) and heavy things (liquids, coolpacks, rocks, etc), in the regular garbage.
The hazardous waste boxes: (1) they are for hazardous
waste, pipette tips, glassware and sharp things (put in a
plastic container first). It is expensive to dispose of them
so do not fill them up with non hazardous paper towels,
packing material, non-contaminated gloves, etc (photo
top right). (2) Do not overfill the boxes (photo bottom
right), (3) if a box is full, close it according to the folding
instructions —> label the closed box with the provided
stickers —> write your name and phone number on the
sticker —> bring it down to the big waste room in the
basement (biological waste goes to the specific waste
freezer). If you need help, ask Christoffer!
MERGING THE LABS IN HAPPENING:
Discussions about the merging of molecular labs of the
four programs of IEG have been going on since Autumn. Although the full merge is
still far away, Evolutionary Biology and Limnology have decided to go ahead and
share as many resources as possible starting now. This means that from now on
people doing molecular biology work at Limnology have access to most of the
Evolutionary Biology equipment and vice versa. It also means, that we are raising
the standards of our joint molecular labs by preparing proper risk assessments for
our methods and by introducing the mandatory joint lab meetings for those actively
working in the molecular labs. Next meeting: Wednesday 7/3 10:45 room 1003.
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